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ONNECTICUT
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ew London,

OLLEGE EWS
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Conneeticut,.

ANNUAL COMMUNITY CHEST DRIVE OPENS TODA¥
Madame ButterHy
To Be Presented

ews Announces
Reorganization of Reporting

Thurs., Nov. 13

taff

The Editorial staff of the News would like to announce
important new change in the reporting system:

Castellano and Crain
Will Sing Lead Roles
In Wagller Production

Contribute! Help All viate
Su ~ering Here and Abroad
an

If enough people are interested in copyreading,
the reporting staff will be divided into two groups:
copyreaders.

members of
writers and

The writers will devote their ttme exclusively
feature or news style-for
the paper.

to writing

A special performance
of Puccini's famous opera, Madame ButThe copyreaders
wUI check copy and galleys and write
terfly, will be given in Palmer auheadlines on either Monday or Tuesday night of each week. U
ditorium
on Thursday
evening,
enough people are interested in copy reading, It will be possible
November 13, at 8:30.
later to arrange to have two shifts each night, the first running
A Charles L .Wagner producfrom 7:30 to 9:00, and the second from 9:00 La 10:30.
tion, the opera boasts a fine cast
of young Metropolitan
soloists
Through
this new arrangement
we hope to lessen the
amount of time required of our reporters and also to give an
headed by Laura Castellano
in
opportunity to join the staff to those who would 11k to work
the role of Cio-Clo-San, and Jon
on News, but do not care to write, and to thos who enjoy writCrain singing the part of Lt. B.
ing, but do not also have the time to spend copyreadmg.
F. Pinkerton, U. S. Navy.
American Conductor
Tryouts are opened to those wrlters who wish to join the
Others in the cast are Lydia
staff under this new plan. Any copyread 1'5 who apply wlll be
Summers
as
Suzuki;
Evelyn
accepted without tryouts. Those interest d in ccpvrcading. howSachs as Kate Pinkerton;
Donald
ever, please see Pat Dole '48, Windham 01' Marion Koentg '48.
Johnston as U, S. Consul SharpKatharine Blunt. Those wishing to join the writing slafT pleas
less; Edward
Nyborg
as Goro,
see Rita Hursh '48, Windham.
and Robert Feyti in the dual roles
of Yamadori and the commissioner.
Edwin McArthur, distinguished
young American conductor, will
direct
an
orchestra
of New
York's best musicians and a handpicked chorus.
Mr. McArthur has been guest
conductor for such well known
musical ensembles as the Metropolitan
and
San
Francisco
Operas, the New York PhiIh81'monic Symphony,
the Philadelphia Orchestra, and the National
and San Francisco Symphonies.
Defrere, Art Director
Artistic director for the entire
production
is '"
Desire
Defrere,
stage director for the Metropolitan Opera for the past sixteen I
years. Mr. Wagner and Mr. De· I
fa-ere have been associated for the
past thirty
years
and together
have been responsible
for many I
of the best operatic productions
ever staged.
In addition,
Mr. Wagner
is
known
as the discoverer
and
early manager· of John McCor·
;;::0 in f"'f things like choir and
mack, Galli Curci, Walter Giesek- By Barbaro. Blaustein
sport.::i because it m(lan getting
ing, and Jussi Bjoerling and was Act I, Scene I
home from ~phool so late.
also manager
of Mary Garden,
Reporter
walks timidly into
Harriet
Tinker~
Commuters
Jeanette
MacDonald,
and John Commuters' room in Fanning. ffA
comfortable
looking room," she have a home life to lead as well as
Charles Thomas.
and looks around
for a school life. \Ve \.\ouJd aJl Jove to
A few $4 tickets are still avail- thinks,
',n morE' thbgs
but juc::t don't
able and may be obtained in the :iorneone with whom to 5.h are h er -V~
office of the Business Manager, I·mpression. But she not.Ices. th a t ha\'e time. Wh\. tranc:portation itthe minds of the three girls In ~e sell takes almo~t t\\:o hours a t::ay.
Fanning 208.
room seem sprawled over thelT
Marilyn Cobbled;ck I h ed on
a campus for four years at prep
text-books.
h school. and it's 8n entirel:r differSaluting them, she does a rig t- ent feeling from living at home.
faCE! into the lounge, where she You're on :rour 0\\.-0 more at
finds
a more
conversational
home, because you aren't under
In accordance
with plans for- group.
supervision of school ru]E"s.
mulated last spring, the' Shwills
Reporter:
Are you under col·
held tryouts
for new members Scene II
The reporter asks the commut- lege supervision
wht:'n on the
last month. Over fifty girls tried
ers whether they feel that they campus?
out, and from this group three
Pat· Yes_ \Ve don't have to go
were chosen Jane Wheeler, Tink- 3.re a real part of the colJege.
Mary MacDonald (who Bved on, to am~go. But we do go to chaer Hunt, and Muffie Goodrich, all
campus
her freshman
year): pel, and abide by all of the other
sophomores.
When
you
commute
you
have
an student government
rules.
Among the Shwiffs' activities
Mary: You see, eve.ry commutthis year has been a trip to the entirely different outlook o~ ~ollege than you have when l1vmg er beJongs to the Commuter's
Quadrangle
club at Princeton.
Both the Shwiffs and Nasseons on campus. Most of the .commut- club. Who are the officers? Ann
ers went to school WIth each Barnard is president, Betty Bursang at the dance there Saturday
evening. With regards to the fu- other and had their own group roughs is vice-president, and Jean·
ture, the Shwiffs plan to telecast, when' they came here, so there ne Lezarde is the secretary-treas·
was no compulsion to make new urer.
and they also intend to record
Han'iet: Every year we have an
some of their new songs at Co- friends.
Pat Into: And as !ar as extra- open house for the students on
lumbia. Watch for further inforact i v it 1e s are can·
See "Commuters"-Page
'1
mation
concerning
how
and curricular
cerned it is rather hard for us to
Where these may be bought.

ociology Majors
Visit Correction
Farm For Women
B)' Beverty Campbell
Twelve sociology majors
from
Mrs. Kennedy's seminar class
visited the Iantlc Slate Farm for

Women

J

,
Shwiffs Intend to
Record, Telecast

n.

Connecticut

the actual racutues that one penal
insutuuon has for dealing with
those women

who have become.

Ior one reason or another, antisocial elements in our society.
Th
group
was conducted
around the InstItution by various
members at th
starr,
n this
tour
the
admission
building,

where

the

prisoners

are

first

brought,
was visited. H re the
girls had an opportunity
to talk

with the prison doctor who carefully explained the procedure fol·
low d upon th admittance at: a

Commuter's Life Is a Constant
Rush From Classes to Bus e

II

in Niantic.

on October
The trip was valuable In showing the students

prisoner, and the vartous reasons
for commiltment, such as alcoholIsm and sex delinquency, both of
which scorned two major reasons
for Imprrsonment.
Dormitories Visited
Also visit d were the hospital,
where many prison babies are
born; the dormitories lor the reo
form women, those who are committed for a year or less; and the
prrscn, for those who are gullty
of more serious crimes, Including

murder.
The class n t only saw the Iiv;ng quarters of these women, but
w as also permitted to visit the Iicrary and auditorturn. the sewing room. kitchen. and the Iaundry. In several of these places the
girls were able to watch the prisoners at their various tasks.

I

Pleu~n&. Conditions
It surprised
the students
to
find how pleasant the conctitions
at the State Farm are on the
whole. The grounds and buildings
are very similar to a college cam.
pus, an d d evol'd 0f lh e hi g h thIck
ed
waJls that One ts tempt
to asociate with a prison. It also in·
terested them to see the camparath:e freedom that the prisoners
a~ gl\'en
To .actual prac~ce
tblngs
u
about which the class has studied
was of great advantage and interest to them all. They owe many
thanks to ..Irs. Kennedy and to
the prison officials who generously gave their time to the class.
10:;:

m'

.;n;~

I

Races of :Uankind e n
In ~ociolog)· 10"i on
1 Iondar, _'ovemb r 10
\Valt Disney color cartoon.
The Brotherhood 01 Man, will be
presented by the sociology depart.,
ment In Bill 106 at 4:20 p. m. Mon·
day •. ovember 10. This short !Urn
based
on the
Public
Affairs
Pamphlet
Races of Mankind by
Ruth BenedJct and Jean Welt!ish.
Is being presented for the benefit
01 the elementary sociology clas·
ses, and lor sociology majors. All
othe.r members
of the student
body and faculty are Invited to
see the fllm.

Therrnom ter Records
Community Che t Aid
To Fellow tud nts
8y Nancy Yanes
The big Community Chest thermometer is now up on campus
The thick red line which we
hope wlll rapidly climb up Its centel' wlll record your generosity
and your help In achieving
the
Community Chest's goal.
Per hap s the thermometer
should have been a magnIfied
pulse to test the pulsebeat of the
students In relation to the pulseheat of the needs of their fellow
m n and renew students.
The needs of fellow students
are particularly
helped by the
Community
Chest drive at the
college. Many girls, when approach d for a contribution, say,
"Why should I give? My father
gives at home and that's enough."
tud lit Organizations
But the agencies supported
by
the Chest which the college is
contributing
to, are, with the exceptlon of the Red Cross, student
organizations. The local communities to which our fathers give
their support
have more than
enough to do to take care 01 their
own agencies; they cannot support th needs 01 student agencies
It is, therefore, up to us as students to not only recognize the
bond that exists between all students everywhere,
but to show
we do more than recognize that
bond and we will really help our
fellow students.
Poor Co"dJtion~
We can have no idea of the appalling conditions
under which
these students study. Bob Smith,
the vice president of N. S. A" who
spoke at Amalgo gave us a good
picture, however, of conditions
abroad. Bob is well able to speak
on these conctitions
he has tra·
velled extensively abroad and Is
. S. A.'s head of international
activities. T
World Student Ser·
vice Fund. one of the agencies
supported
by our Community
Chest drive, is supported by . S.
A. as the organization
that they
feel most capable 01 handllng
their student ald. UNESCO also
backs the World Student Service
Fund as its student help organization.
\ Ith 96 per cent 01 Europe's
lJbrarles destroyed, with students
studying in bed to keep warm,
\\1th no supplJes of any sort,
these students well need our help.
Perhaps it is because they un·
derstand the need, however, that
the students who are less able to
'Comnmnlty Chest'-Page
8

as

',. RA lovie to Be
Shown Twice ov. 6
Seeds of Destiny, a movie
sponsored
by the
:NR.A
wiU be shown n ...
ice on Thurs·
day,
ovember 6, in the aud·
Itorlum at 4;20 and 7;00 p. m.
Admission is tree. This !Urn
received the Academy Award
for documentary
.films in
1!M6.
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Give of Yourself

An Editorial
Giving is the keynote for this week of the
Community Chest Drive. "Give" is the pleading
command from newspaper
articles, lectures, and
the radio. For one week out of a year, we are
asked to give something of our own to those people who are more in need of it.
And how do we react? By throwing aside the
newspaper, yawning during the speech, snapping
off the radio-by turning our back on the word
"give," grumbling, "All right, if I have to," and
handing over a few dollars because it's the thing

to do.
The reason behind a reaction like this lies not
in the belief that we cannot afford to give the
money, but rather in the fact that we do not know
how to give. For the conception of giving must be
an integral part of our personality,
and generosity, a life-time's devotion. To limit it to one week
each year is the same as having an atheist turn
pious Sundays. To give readily and willingly, we
must be accustomed to giving.
, Many of us, it seems, think that college is an
institution of acquisitions. We acquire knowledge,

we acquire friends, we acquire enjoyment ..But we
cannot benefit from college unless we realize t~at
our part in it is an active, not merely a passive
one.

"..,
The performer is told, GIve WIt~ all you ve
got." The material reward, applause, .15 oversh.adowed by the more important and enr-Iched feeling
that he has given something of himself to others.
In the same manner, the student, by living fU~ly
and by generously participating
in campus activities is rewarded not only with knowledge but
with a realization that he is helping to make his
life and college a greater experience.
Then give-give
of yourself. Give of your t.alent, your plans, your ambitions in your studies
and in your extra-curricular
activities.
Siive of
your understanding
and your sympathy In relations with the people around you.
Reactions to a drive such as the Community
Chest are only minor manifestations
of a broader
personality. If this week you can say truthfully,
"Yes, I shall gladly give," then you can be sure
that you are a person who makes giving an essential element in a full life.

Free Speeeh
Dear Editor,
its beginning in this forum, in case you didn't
know.
I have a request for all those interested
in
The Student-Faculty
forum is just as interthemselves and in Connecticut college. I attended
ested in constructive
changes as you are-but
the Student-Faculty
forum as a guest. After spendwhat it does is to try to find the best way to acing one and one-half hours there I suppose I
complish these changes. Only by our active inshould be studying, but l can't because something
terest and participation
can we strengthen
our
keeps bothering
me-which
is-the
fact that I
college community
and direct it toward the exhave spent four years--or
three at least in colpression of our needs and expectations.
lege and have never before realized the possibilities
'48
of this forum-and
I began to wonder how many
others there are as blind as I.
Dear Editor,
There are members
of the faculty on this
We have all heard about the forest fire which
committee who are held in the highest esteem by"
so recently swept through the New England states.
the students and what are they there for?-To
disHow many of us realize that the fire demolished
cuss-not
philosophy, not economics, not psycholone of the world's most essential cancer research
ogy, but Connecticut college and the problems that
laboratories,
the R. B. Jackson Memorial Laborwe as students find pressing in our college life.
atory?
Each of the four classes. have representatives,
Here, most of the rats used for experimental
yes, but_ have you offered any constructive
ideas
purposes
throughout
the United
States
were
to them as to what you think is good or bad about
raised. It is of utmost importance that money be
your college? Did you know you could? Did you
received immediately
so that the laboratory
can
know that this forum has some terrific ideas on
be
rebuilt
without
delay.
Don't
you
think
all
of
us
how to deal with certain problems?
could afford a small contribution?
For example, a program of combining social
Sincerely, '48
and intellectual activities for such events as Five
Arts weekend, has been suggested. This is someDear Editor,
-thing in which you should, be interested, and for
I think that the last Amalgo represented
one
which your contributions
would be welcome.
,
of the most glaring exhibitions of ill-breeding and
Our representative
asked us what we thought
bad manners that I have ever seen on this camcould be improved in the
present
curriculum.
pus. I for one was ashamed of the discourtesy
Within five minutes there were twenty people tellshown to our speaker by the mass exodus of stuing her in no uncertain
terms.
She took these
dents before and during his talk. Are we at the
ideas to the forum, presented them, and they will
stage where we need compulsory rules to insure
be discussed thoroughly
in a later meeting.
The
common courtesy?
policy of mid-term marks for freshmen only, had
'48

Committee on Civil Liberties
Submits Report to President
By Peggy Flint
.
It is significant, at a time when
the nation is being swept by an
hysterical communist scare, that
the president's committee on civi1 rights has called for the establishment of a permanent
guardianship to protect ciVil liberties in
the United States.
In a frank 178 page
report
which analyzes in detail the state
of civil liberties in the country at
the present time, the committee
reports the failure of the nation
to realize fully the ideals of freedom and equality which we espause. It demands a more posittve federal and state action to
reaffirm our beliefs.
Citing numerous examples
of
discrimination
in all sections ·of
the country, the fourteen-member
committee stated that "We have
learned much that has shocked us
and much that hasrnade us feel·
ashamed." Accordingly,
the preamble of the document gives moral as well as economic and international
reasons
for the civil
rights proposals.
.
..
Spec~c recom~n~ati(:ms In the
report mclude elumnatIOn of segregation based on race,
color,
creed or national origin in any
form establishment
of a federal
Fair 'Employment
Practices committee, prohibition of discrimination in the District of Columbia,
enactment of state legislatures of
fair educational
practice
laws,
fair health practices,
outlawing

I of

I

restrictive
covenants, and federallegislatio~
to outlaw the poll
tax and lynching.
In addition,
the
committee
recommends
the
reorganization
of the Civil Rights section of the
Department
01 Justice to provide
for the establishment
of regional
offices, increased staff, Increased
investigation
in absence of complaints, the establi~hmen~ wit~in
the FBI of a special umt of mvestig~tors trained in civil rights,
establishment
of state law
enforcement
agencies
comparable
t? the federal Civil. Rights Sectton, and the establishment
of a
permanent
Commission
or Civil
Rights in the Executive Office of
the ~resident
~nd simu~taneous
cr~atIOn of a. J?mt .Standu~g commIttee o.n CIvil RIghts
In Congress.
The
committee
to strengthen
the right to freedom
of
can·
science and expression
recommends the enactment.
by Congress and the state legIslatures of
legislation
requiring
all groups
att.e~pting
to i~fluence
public
OpInIOn to
regIster
pertinent
facts about them I
.se ves.
It calls for a.ctlon by Congress
?nd the execu~lVe. branch to clarify loyalty obhgatIOns of Federal
workers and establish standards
a~d procedure~ by which the civil
fIghts of publIc workers may be
scru~ulously g~9-rded.
This report IS of great imporSee '-Flint"-Page
4

Connecticut Colle~e
Radio Programs

WNLC

1490kc

This Little

Pig

Gave 'Til It Hurt

~alendar
Thursday, November 6
Library Book Talk
Library, Palmer room, 4:20 p.rn.
Movie: Seeds of Destiny
Auditorium, 4:20, 7:00 p.m.
Spanish Club Meeting,
Lecture by Mr. Mayhew
Bill, 106, 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, November 8
Movie: Blythe Spirit

_

Auditorium,

Sunday, November 9
Vesper, Sidney Lovett

Chapel,

Monday, November 10
Sociology' Movie _..

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m,

. Bill 106, 4:20 p.m.

Tuesday, November 11
Russian Movie .

...._ _

Wednesday, November 12
Wig and Candle Meeting

Auditorium,
Auditorium

CONNEITICUreCoILEGE

7:00 p.m.

202, 4:20 p.m.

NEws

E.tablished 1916
Published "by the students of -Connectrcut College every Wednesday
throughout 'the college year from September to .rune except" during mid-year.
'and vacations.
Entered as second-class matter August,5, 1919....at the Post Oft;lceat New
r.onccn. Connecticut, under the act of -March 3, lzs79.

Thursday, November 6, 4 :30 p. m.
Elizabethan
Ayres, directed by
L .........
,., ......
Rita Hursh '48. Music for recordMember
N.tioDaI
Advertiliac
Senice,
Ioc.
er and solo voice from the ElizaA••ociated Collegiate Preo.
c
rd ...... .,..........
bethan period. Recorder-Mrs.
F.
•••
M
", Av..
N •• YO"K. N. Y.
Intereollegiate Pres •
Edward
Cranz.
Soprano-c-Enid
-'
"
III
_
Williford '48. Accompanist-Ma-j
LL
--'
rion Stern '48.
Editorial Staff
Monday, November 10,8:30 p- rn,
Editor-In-Chief: Rita Hursh '48
Survey of Today. Discussion of
Associate Editor: Iris Herbits '48
Breaking
the Housing Blockade
Senior Editor: Helen Crumrine '48
Managing Editor: Clare Willard. '49
by Robert Lasch. Speaker-MaAssistant Managlng Editor: Gaby Nosworthy '50
son Record, Assistant
Professor
Copy Editors: Patricia Dole '48, Marion Koenig '48
Sociology at Connecticut college.

_ft. _-."""
.....

Save Bread

News Editor: Grace Lurton '49
Feature Editor: Nancy Schermerhorn '49
President's Reporter: Mary Meagher '49
Department Editors: Music Editor: Helen Crumrine '48; Assistant Music E ditors: Carol Axtnn '50, Rachel abel' '50; Art Editor: Rona Glassman' 49.
Reporters: Helene Sulzer '48, Marjorie Byck '49, Jo Leary '50, Mary EUzabeth
Sefton '50, Janet Bakel' '50, Phyllis Hammer '49, Ruth Hauser '49, Mary
Bundy '50, Nancy Yanes '50, Teddy Flynn '50, Joan Tracy '50 Christine Holt
'50, Phyll1s Robins '50, Polly Green '50, Barbara Earnest '50 'Eve Yoars '50,
Virginia Hargrove '50, Ann RussIllo '50, Nancy BUdd'e '50, Barbara
Blaustein '50, Gloria Sylvia '49, Priscilla Meyer '49 Selby Inman '50, Elai,"
Title '50, Olga Krupen '51, Anita Tholfsen '51 June' Jaffe '51 Martha Harr s
'51, Janice Sal'goy '51, JUdy Adaskin '51, Artemus Bless\lS '50 Bunny Bowen
'51, Isabel Oppenheim '50, Dotty Globus '50.
'
Art Staff: Jane Tilley '48, Rona Glassman '48

Save Food

Save the Peace!

Bnsine •• Staff
Buslness Manager: Angela Sbona '48
Business Sta.ft: Nancy Puklin '50, Maxine Hulman '49, Marjorie Theleen E'30,
Marton Dur~n '50, Pat Grable '50, Eleanor Wood '50 Edmee Busch '!SO, ve
Yoars '50, Joan Mapes '50, Nancy Ford '50
Joanne Borden '50, Joanne
Stephens '50, Gloria Grimason '5<b~Ruth Fanelli '50 Georgene Nock '50, )lath'·
Uyn Crane '50, Barbara Bauer 'ou, Mary Jane Redman'SO
Mary Ellzabe
Sefton '50, Dorothy Weber '50, Nancy Wirtembp.rg '51.
'
Advertising Manac-er: Virginia Giesen '48
l\.dvertising. Staff: Frances O'Neil '49, Joan Sanger '50 Katharine Buck '50,
Dorothy Warren '50, Mary Lou Oellers '50, Jean Mulvaney '50, Barbara
Cook '50, Nona Gabianelli '49, Jane Reiffel '51, Marilyn Bartow '51, Barbara
Seelbach '51.
Circulation Managers: Dorothy Inglis '48, Mary Jane Patterson '48
Circulation Staff: Ashley Davidson '48, Pat Roth '51 Phyllis Hortman '51,
Libby Dietz '51, Georgia COll~'er'51.
'
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etfls Co Curr)' Items
About Club Leetings

~A=ro=und~th=e
'ft=own=11

by Iris Herbits
This week we bring to you
current news in the theatre and
art worlds. Since so much is happaning that we
can't
possibly
keep track of, we thought we'd
present snatches from the realms
with which we are not usually in
contract.
Bargain counter
Your reporter
is a fiend
for
bargains, and we
think
we've
found the best one yet. The Metropolitan Museum of Art is about
to distr-ibute reproductions
of
world famous paintings in color
for the infinitesimal sum of twenty-four for a dollar.
Each picture
is two by two and a half
inches and the sets are furnished
with an album. Ideal for art history, study and gifts, too.

ben:oaned the lack of taste, sin.
certty, and originality. His book
The WOodcutter'S House is in the
hand~ of Walt Disney, and some
of his other work, he said, has
b~n hacked up by Hollywood. It
will be interesting to see what
~ol~Y\vood does with Nathan's art1.?tIc creation, A Portrait of Jenme.
~Iorgan hits .8Irns
Really sensational is the news
that r~dio comedian Henry Mol"
gan will appear in a screen adaptation of Ring Lardner's
story
Big Town.
The screen play ~
called So This Is New York. AU
we. can say Is that Hollywood is
~omg to have to work double
time to ruin Morgan and Lardner.
Poor Raymond

Page Three

'EW

ews would like to request
campus
organlzations
which wish to announce
scheduled meetings
In the
ews submit detalls
to the
ews office on the
turday
morning prior to the issue In
Which they are to appear.

People, Theater and Travel
A re Interests of Miss Oakes

that

papers.

Oeca.sslonally
If Miss
Bales were IJJ :.Jiss Oakes Was allowed to deliver a lecture careCully prepared beCorehand by her
superior. The valuable aspect ot
the position was the assoclarlon
with Miss Bates. fiss Bates was
one of the first to Interest MIss
Oakes In the individual problems
cr each student.

sa

Dr. Mason Defines
Liberalism Forms
In U. S. Thought

.. ss Oakes loves to travel She
has studied a t the University of
London and the University ot
Edinburgh and attended a series
lectures at Oxford one SUID·

lot

Liberalism, our most cherished
mer; Another summer she spent
creed, is also a dangerous cliche
some time on the continent, in
and a political catchword, D1'_MaFrance and Italy. The tlrst Jew
son, Professor
ot Jurisprudence
summers before the war MIss
at Princeton University, said on
Oates spent doing research in
the occasion of the Lawrence MeEngland Cor a book on Catherine
morial Lecture, Thursday night.
Hogarth Dickens, the wife of
The New Yorker reports
that
The confusion concerning the
Charles Dickens; She has been InDallas makes a start
after a performance
of How I
exact meaning of the word ltberal
terested In Mrs. Dickens because
Dallas, Texas, recently
organ- Wonder (recently reviewed in this
has become more marked since
of Dickens' not too compllmentjzed a theatre group which has column), an irate lady was heard 1933. The alms of Roosevelt-the
ary attitude toward her, which
turned out to be a huge success. ~o say, "If you ask me, there's more abundant life, and later the 8y Priscilla ~teyer
Th keynote of Miss CatherJne has always seemed to Miss Oakes
Judging from reports about the Just one thing worse th~n a pixie, four freedoms-represent
a revc- Oakes, character is her Interest In a bit or a cgntrast with his sweet
high quality of acting, we might and that's a LIBERAL pixie."
lutlon In the liberal point or view. people; An English professor and and rather spineless heroines.
only conclude that if an area is
house fellow at Knowlton, she is
In 1925 Miss Oakes came to
Liberal Approacll
neglected
long enough,
it will
The New Deal, in fact, repre- Interested in the student as .an In- Connecticut while previously she
have to make a start for itself.
sch I
sents a break in the long-range divldual and not as lhe third n- had taught In boarding
Bob Nathan says
gure
from
the
left
in
the
last
row.
she
prefers
teaching
at
the
development of American potttlMiss Oakes also enjoys being a lege level as It does not entail the
The novelist, Robert Nathan,
cal thought; it demonstrates
tor
stuck daggers right and left last
the first time a positive approach nouserenow as she reels that In discipl1nary angle too prominent
this way she is able to know more in the prep school. When she flrsr
week into Hollywood's vulnerable
"Lady Precious Stream," a tra- towards freedom under govern- of the students
personally.
Any arrived at Connecticut there were
back. Speaking from long years
ment control.
Knowlton freshman is welcome to only six members at the English
of experience
wit.h filmdom, he ditional Chinese play, will be the
Dr.
Mason
dvidecl
the
liberal
fall
production
of Wig and
come to talk to Miss Oakes on to department
and her actlvltles
Candle, Pat Sloane '48 announced thadition at the period after 1870 amuse her pet canary, "AI'Iel." were therefore much more varied
last week. The play, which deals into four distinct categorles, The Last year's freshmen all remem- In conjunction
with ASSoclat~
with the trials and tribulations of first type of liberalism that ap- ber the party sh gave tor them Professor
of MusIc, Frederick
peared.
reformist
liberalism,
cona young Chinese girl of noble
before exams. The fire, singing Weld sh presented a Gilbert and
birth who loves a humble garden- sisted largely of crusaders who and rcrresnm nts were so 1'ela.;<-SullIvan Operetta each year.
er, will be presented in the Au- believed, contrary to traditional
Ing. A 1 S8 pleasant
m mary IS
Religious activities on campus
pollcy, that
ditorium on Friday and Saturday American political
tor the day, after t~~~oast Guar~ have always been one of her rnagovernmental
power
could
not
be
. evenings, December Sth and 6th
~ance, when tJ:e glf~~ndeath
jar interests. She has watched ReBy Gaby Nosworthy
at 8 p. m. Miss Margaret Hazel. restl'ained to p"Uclng functions.
struck.
On thiS occasion Miss llgious Fellowship
grow and deEI~arged Llberty
Being an energetic newshound wood will direct the production.
Oakes set up a hospital in Know)- velop and has aided it whenever
The
basis
of
their
argument
to say nothing of liking to snoop
The reading committee, headed
ton and carefully
tencled her possible. Miss Oakes
ap
proves
around,
you r reporter
spent by Estelle Parsons, chose this was that political liberty necessi· charges .
heartily
of
the
Sunday
vespers
last Sunday evening watching a play because it presents to us a tates economic liberty. The reIn class Miss Oakes prelers dJs- service but does
belIeve
that
movie star in action.
new form of drama that has nev- formist liberals advocated, there· cusslon to lectures.
She applies morning chapel should be a half
fore,
the
enlargement
of
IndividEsther
Williams,
Ius cia USer been given on campus before.
this method !n all tour of her hour service; She feels that the
blonde swimming
star, has been Betty Anderson, the Stage Mana- ual liberty by means ot govern- courses; English 1·2, English 34, way that chapel is arranged now
Exposition
and. Modern Drama. the student is too rushed to gain
making
a personal
appearance
gel', is responsible for everything mental regulaUon.
Dr. Mason next described the Modern Drama IS a fairly recent lull benelit from the service
tour with her new picture, This working smoothly, while Minette
.
Time for keeps. She was in New Goldsmith, who heads the scenery, counter - movement, status-quo li- addition to her teaching curricuHaven Sunday
and by strange must produce a composite picture beralism, that took place at this lum. When asked what year she
coincidence when she arrived at of a large portion of China upon same tlme. These people were started teaching this course Miss
Loew's Poll theater for her eve· the stage. Lighting will be hand- guarding against the advent of Oakes amazed her reporter by rening appearance
one Connecticut led by Caml Conant and the Pro- popular control of power; they plying indirectly with "why that
College News reporter was back- perties Committee will be headed believed that power by virtue of was the year so and so grad·
stage waiting
for her. Six or by Sharon McLean. The head of sheer force of numbers was evil. uated," rather than with a cut·andThe remedies they proposed dried date.
seven other reporters were there I the make-up committee, Maggie
We can irotlt by the materials
Miss Oakes did not always want and gifts given us in life only it
too, but that's a minor detail.
Farnsworth,
will among other were varied: free industry-free
She is one movie actress who is things have the problem of creat- from social legislation and labor to be a teacher. After her grad· we use them to turn ourselves in·
economic uation from Wellesley she was to something better, said Presi·
just as pretty close up, in person ing hairy hands and red h~r for coercjon; paternalistic
very much interested in the theat- dent Park in her chapel address
as on a screen. Tall, nice legs, ele- some of the actors. The Job of policies; judicjal intervention-as
gant perfume, and NO new look. producing the oriental costumes in writs of injunction with mass er but any thought of the stage Tuesday. This we cannot do, she
and William
Ho- was considered out of the ques- said, by considering our own sel.tWhen we started talking to her will be hea?ed by Barbara ~ob. movements;
ish interests.
about her stay in New Haven in son and Shirley Reese, ~d DIlly ward Taft even advocated the use tion in 1915 by her Bostonian
general and her reaction to Yale Bartlett, head of the RadIO Com- of military power by the govern· family. She returned instead to
In Biblical
times,
President
See ''i\Jasoll''-Page 6 Wellesley and received her M. A. Park observed, people separated
in particular,
she was highly
See '&Play"-Page 6
degree.
themselves trom their
mJstakes
amused. It seems she was elected
Latr Miss Oakes was asked to and errors by placing these sins
Honorary Water Boy for the footbe assistant
to Katherine
Lee upon a goat and sending it off in·
hall team.
Bates of the Wellesley EngUsh de- to the wilderness.
Californians- are only too glad
partment. The daily routine was
Today, she said, it is naive of
See "Williams"-Page
6
not too stimulating,
as it con- us to think we can disassociate
sisted
pl-imarlly
of correcting
ourselves
from our mistakes in
Four
Members to Anonymous
this way. We have come to see
Conn., but she still manages to
that we can learn from our mis·
Journey to Dartmouth
This week is our week to exa· have one of the neates~ most at·
Film of Russian Czar, takes, and enlarge our characters.
For Mountain Hiking
mine "feminine·c1om" In the form tractive wardrobes. Kay 1 oyes is
realJze that, In the final anal·
to We
of Windham seniors. Most of the in the corner room, which room Ivan the Terrible,
ysis, we must live with ourselves.
This coming Friday four memt
never ceases to amaze with its
b
1
girls were there junior year 00,
EquaHy nalve. President Park
hown ovember 11
ers of the Connecticut
Col 'ege and some of them even as fresh· tidiness and prettiness.
Promi·
'Tark"-Page
7
''Ivan the Terrible"
a Soviet
Outing club will attend a meeting
nent in its decor is a large pic·
of the IntercoUegiate
Outing dub men..
floor ture of Dan, who goes to Dart· film biography of the Camous 16th
association which will be held at I Startmg Wlth
first
tin' mouth and is Kay's fiancee.
century Czar, will be shown Tues· Yale Religious Leader
Dartmouth.
Each
term
either really .the second
~n
w;
Jazz records, mostly of
ellie day 'ovember ll, In Palmer au· And Chaplain to Speak
Yale or Dartmouth
sponsors an 1. the ~am fioor, th~ Ie fror! the Letcher's, waft invitingly from ditorlum. It will be preceded by
0: C. A. gathering for the four hear I.San angry Jang d the se- Chella Sladek's room, while Gin- a short In natural color entitied At espers on Sunday
The speaker at the 7 o'clock
gIrls who have earned the grea.t- outgomg ~lePh~e, al~ Creamer ny Giesen isn't even visible from UPageant of Russia" which will
est number
of points in theIr con? soun
. vesper service on Sunday will be
;sbed ~nd paddling in under her heap of Ec. papers, begin at 7 :15 p. m.
t
campus organizations.
rollmg au a
xt door to ans- (Reporter's note: Nellie Letcher
Produced by the noted Se.rgeI Sidney Lovett chaplain of Yale
ne
..'
er
at a Wmdham Eisenstein and starring
Russia's universIty. Mr. 'Lovett is a gradTh is year Judy Kuhn '49, Sh·Ir· from .therP room
haps the late hours IS a Jazz smg ,D
leading ~atic
actor. I ikol~ uate of Yale university and did
ley Hossack '50, Nancy Noyes '49 weI' ~.
er·th the telephone ac- senior.)
'Ivan the Terrible
his theological
work in Union
and Bette Powell 'S1, will join she eefs ~h
trouble she has
Among the
hUbbub, Gloria Cherk~v,
With representatives
of Mt. Hal- cf.un~. O~ut In the morning.
Reade remains serene enough to has receIved great praise from Theological seminary, N. Y.
For thirteen years he erved as
YOke, Vassar Wellesley, and oth- c 1m mg
11 small package write excellent poetry, while Ja- the American press.
The story, treated In the Shake- pastor
of Mt. Vernon Church,
'ern eastern 'girl's schools for a
Bev campbe.,
a will be found net Alden flits between actlvities
weekend of fun.
full of good thmgs, all with her -the riding club and choir. Mary spearean manner, concerns Ivan's Boston, whence he was called to
The girls are packing their win- ac~oss the hal~ic~S~er ~oomma te, Alice "Mac" Clark is one of the struggle lor Russian unity. His the chaplaincy of Yale u.niversity.
ter togs for a hike up Mooselock hall" up, to w
ld doubtless two botany majors in the class of chief opposition comes from the ~.Ir.Lovett is noted lor his active
~ountain
on
Saturday,
their Jean Han~ey
~~~urally!H
'48, ~e ot~er one being bubbling Boyars, titled barons, who fear interest in the religious lUe of colthe loss of their feudal privileges. lege students, and is in great deJeans and broomstick skirts for a commentB~t ·ft down the hall Maggle MiUlken.
good old-fashioned,square
dance,
N~ncy Le~dWlm~tch most anyCarol Conant. who rooms over careful study was made to insure mand as a leader of religious
youth conferences.
and their appetites
for a Dart- a pIece, ~;e heaviest schedule in
See "\Vindham"-Page 6 the picture's historical accuracy.
mouth prepared campfire meal.
body for

New Production of
Wig and Candle to
Go Into Rehearsal
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Big Splash Caused

At New Haven by
Esther Williams

Profit hy Gifts,
Better Ourselves
Says Pres. Park
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All Brooms Led to
Goblins' Jamboree
Jlallowe'en Night
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Many CollegesLibrary Art Exhibits Offer
Take Part In Opportun.ities for Enjoyment
.
By Selby Inman
with Mexican architecture cus.
Many students have probably toms, and the like and shoUld be
Conserva t lOn never
realized the rich opportuni· excellent supplementary reading

Campus Movie to Star
Rex Harrison Nov. 8
The movie on campus Saturday November 8 at 7:00
p. m. will be Blithe Spirit,
based on Noel Coward's play
and starring Rex Harrison
and Constance Bennett. Admission will be twenty-five
cents.

By Janice Sargoy

COLLEGE

By Judy Adaskln
.
for the speech.
ty for learning and snjoyment I L t
th J .
Eeeek! It's dark in here! Who
The World Student Fund is.
.
.
.
as year, e ewiah Chautau_
grabbed me? These were the
playing a great part on many WhlCh thee displays l~dthefih~:ar~
qua Society gave the college a
cries that issued forth from the
American college campuses this ?-ffor. d overm~ a WI. e e
.0 i gift of books. These will be diseerie chambers of the ebony
year. S i mil art
0
the plan Interest, there IS always, for m- played the first week of D
room, alias Spook Chamber, alias
here at Connecticut is the plan of stance, information abou~ the cur- bel'.
ecern.
gym locker room.
or
Brown students to raise three rent lecturers, on the main desk.
An exhibit of letters with th
thousand dollars to give to the
This week's' e)fhibit concerns autographs of such illu~triou:
Party goers, in order to take
0
OW World Student Fund to aid in Eu- Dr. Alpheus T. Mason, Professor persons as Ida Tarbell, Scott
part in the festivities and incidentally to receive refreshments
rope's rehabilitation. This' money of JUrisprudence at princeton Ruskin, Landor, Wordsworth a d
will help to alleviate the acute university. There are books and a host of others, will be sho~ ~
had to subject themselves to the
tortures of the spook chamber.
We were born and brought to shortage in European schools by articles by. him whIch the student the near future. The old Ietters.
!hey were cold creamed, splashed the point of history in which we buying books, equipment, food, may examlI;e befo:e and a.f~er.the yellowed with age with the spid:
m the face, booed and completely dwell today, in order to be wit- clothing and shelters for the lecture. ThIS service familiarizes er-like faded writing on the
rattled by the time they had com- nesses to the high truth that we needy students abroad.
the student to some exte~t with should make one of the most Inpleted the course of pseudo-diabo- need Christ in our confused world
Epeaking on this subject to the the background and OpInIOnSof teresting displays of the year.
lical tortures. However efforts and that he needs us. This was Brown students, 1")1'. Malcolm Ad- the speakers.
Another future exhibit is th
we r ewe II rewarded. Cider, the main theme of Dr. Wesner iseshiah, I.S.S. General secretary Varied Exhibitions
showing of children's books dur~
doughnuts and a multitude of
Fallaw in his Sunday vesper ser- of the International Student Re- The art display should be of Ing Childr~n's Book Wee~. This
Hallowe'en amusements awaited man on November 2.
lief, brought greetings from the particular interest to the art rna- display will feature yquaint edithe courageous at the end of the
The
world
today,
Dr.
Fallaw
students .in China, Indonesia, Bur- jars, but a fascinating 'experience tIo.nsof :<ategreenawa and other
rope.
Mr. Strider and Miss Noyes warned, is in a state of utter con- rna, India and Central Europe for others as well. This exhibit is c~Ildren s boo k s, bound wit h
outdid themselves in the telling fusion and chaos. Ravaged cities Iwho .exp.ressed ~heir thanks for in Room B across from the main rich ~eathers. and .tooled in gold.
o~ fa!Julous fortunes ..Their partt- need to be rebuilt. people need to the aid already given them. He al- desk on the left. Rembrandt's The I.ll,!stratlOns in these books
cipatron was greatly appreciated be comforted in' their bereave- so stated that besides material aid etchings-are being currently fea- are VIVIdand attractive
and enjoyed. We alsd noted Mrs. ment in the war' all over the I these people want to promote in- tured, together with books on his
works and times and information Mexican Art Is Topic
Strider taking an active part in world people are' starving and ternational understanding.
suffering.
Mr. Adiseshiah opened the on etching itself.
the Virginia Reel.
Of E. Mayhew Lecture
One of the high spots of the
The hardest lesson is yet to be d~ive at S~ith where the students
The picture of the month is
Mr. Mayhew will lecture on
.ev~lJing was the awarding. of learned: people can not live unto WIshto raise seven thousand dol- hung directly across from Room Mexican art on Thursday, Nov. 6,
prizes for the many original cos- themselves, Dr. Fallaw said. We l~rs for the World Student Ser- B. This month's picture is a fine
at 7,30 p. m. in Bill 106. HIs talk
t~mes. Prizes went to a group of need to learn to act as bro. VIceFund.
old colonial portrait of David in English, will be illustrated with
gfrls ;Vho dressed as peanuts, to thers towards all men and to
In order to comply with Presi- Young, a resident of Lebanon, slides. The program is sponsored
two girls who ,":ere bugs in a rug, acknowledge God as our com- dent Truman's plan for food con- Connecticut: The painting was
to the K. B. semors 'exhibiting the man father. The work that servation almost all of the frater- done by James Earl, a Connecti- by the Spanish club, but Is open'
new look, to a group carrying lies ahead for us to do demands nity clubs at Wesleyan have limi- cut artist who lived from 1761 to to everyone.
four Ogden Nash limericks writ- total self-giving,' maybe even ted their diet to "no meat on 1796.The picture for November is
ten on placards, and to little Miss death.
Devlin's
Tuesdays-c-nopoultry on Thurs- to be Thomas Doughty's In The
Muffet with her spider escort.
RINGSIDE RESTAURANT
Many Germans feel, Dr. F'al- d.ays." C?nlytwo of the fraterni- Catskills. This painting has been
Serving
Earlier in the evening there law continued, that even if they tI~S deCIdedthat be~ause of the loaned to th~ college by the AdCharcoal Broiled Sirloin and
v:a.san exciting race in which par- do try to rebuild their ravaged cit- hIgh cost and scarCIty of meat dison Gallery
Tenderloin Steak.
Live Broiled Lobsters
~Icipants had to don three articles ies, that these will be destroyed ~hey would .have meat whenever Spanish Art
AND ALL KINDS OF SEA FOOD
of clothing, race to a designated again in the atomic war that It was avaIlable at a reasonable
169 Ba,nk St. New London
place, take off the clothes, race seems to be approaching between price, even if it meant to eat meat
For Reservadons Call 9738
The Cervantes' exhibit in the
back and tag the next member of the United States and Russia.
on Tuesdays.
large glass case near Room B. is
the team, who repeated the
The possibility that. the 'earth
In the. very next paragraph excellent, and contains many
course.
may soon be blown up (if an however It was stated that the beautifully bound volumes. Miss
Spencer Studio
When the scheduled events of atomic war does occur) makes it President's plea was not the main Muriel Batchelder is in charge of
the party were concluded, the for- even more vital that Christian liv- reason for the menu changes. The j t~e~e I~Tgerdisplays. The next ·ex· Portraits-Photo Finishing
tune tellers were still in full ing take procedence above all real reason is that the prices are hIblt will contam various editions
325 STATE STREET
.operating power.
else, Dr. Fallaw stated: Man will extraordinarily high.
of Thackeray's works and will be
bring the wOl"ldto an end by his
Also as a means to conserve put out in the near future ..
~'U"'''''''''''''''''",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,ro
acts unless we bring the power of and to keep down cost, the stu·
Mrs. K. B.. Dench takes care of
God to the scene.
dents a t Bryn Mawr h a v e displays in the case at the left :
Our clue to action now is not launched an economy and clean- side of the library on the way to
For t~,,;~::might
self interest, but altruism that up campaign. The effort to cut the conference room. Here the
(All essential to morale)
serves all 'ends of the earth. We needless college expenses for members of the faculty may have
Inc.
must have the faith that even if food, electricity, water, heat, and books and documents exhibited in
New London, Conn.
the world comes crashing down property maintenance will last connection with courses and class
GO TO
One of Connecticut's Best
about our ears, God will not de- throughout the entire year.
projects.
~
Loved Traditions
sert us.
Mr. Mayhew has a Mexican exBeit Bros.
hibit in the case at present In pre· Confectioners and Caterers
paratIon for a speech conc'erning
60 Main Street
247 State Street
Mexico to be given at a meetlng
LUNCHEON
- TEA
of the Spanish club. The books
COMPLETE LINE OF
COCKTAITS
- D~ER
(Continued from Page Two)
='
GROCERIES
i
The annual Soph Hop will be are colorful ones and .make a
Birthday Cakes on Short Notice
held
at 8 :30 S~turday evening, most attractive display. They deal
m........"" ...""'""" ....." ..,..","u .."",,,,,·"' ..'''8
.l':l0vember15 WIth the receiving
tance because not only is it the hne scheduled for 9 :00. Tickets at
result of a systematic study of $3.50 a couple are now on sale in
actual conditions in the field of Blackstone basement. Sophomores
civil liberties, but because as the may stilI buy tickets on Thursresult of these studies it has rec- day afternoon from 2 :30 until
omm'ended specific remedies to 5.00.
the existing situtations.
Ann MacWilliam is head of the
It is now up ,to Congress and dance committee for the Hop.
states in the light of the commit- Other committee chairmen intee's findings and suggestions to clude: Marlis Bluman, tickets;
take immediate and positive ac- Ann Woodard and Nancy Mills
Exclusive Apparel
tion to strengthen civil liberties
d~coration; Carol Baldwin, pub1i:
before t~e country is gripped by
and Mary Healy, refreshFOR WOMEN
a sweepmg wave of discrimina- CIty;
ments.
ti.on, denial of rights, and finally,
AND MISSES
VIOlence.
Nor is the responsibility entire-I r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
ly with the legislators for we as
302 State Street
individuals can help the civil libTelephone 5951
MRS. JOHNSON'S
erti~s area by supporting positively
any way we can the sugLAUNDRY
gestlOns of the President's committee.
Please do the following
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Soph Hop Is Sat..,
Tickets On Sale
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SPORT SHOP
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things so we may continue
our 5.day service.
New London's newest and finest dining room,
Serving

Steaks • Chops • Chicken
.'
,
Lohster and Sea Foo~

1) Leave money with desk
clerk and we will not have
to trouble you by using
your b~r.
Do not leave
m,oney in clothes.
'.
2) IndIcate whether you wish
tQ :,&y w;~ldy or monthly.

91.101 N. BANK STREET

SEE TH~

AX G~NUNGtS

TELEPHONE 2·4585

rn,

110'11'1'
. Broadw., N,w/orI)1
•
• "WAIDROIE
.
. TlICKS'"
..
. Inl! !'~II'm1. Inc., D.pl M, 1375
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Compulsory Chapel Question
Excites Various Opinions
By Gloria Sylvia
Freedom of speech and free.
dom of religiqn, two fundamental
and precious rights of the American people and democratic
nations everywhere, are again topics

of conversation.
mentioned is
everywhere,
and there are columns in the paper devoted to giving further opportunity for free expression on
campus. In this way, as well as in
The first freedom
one that is evident

numerous others, that we've seen,
there are those on campus. who
regard compulsory chapel as an
infringement
of the second freedom: namely, religion.
She's Agin It
In view of this situation
the
News has inquired of a few students just what their
opinions
might be. Journeying
over to K.
B. and up to the fourth floor, we
came acrossrcat Shattuck. In answer to our question, "What do
you think of compulsory chapel?"
she said, "I'm agfn it, because reo
ligion shouldn't be forced on anyone. Some people go to the servo
ices here, some attend the church
of their choice on Sunday, some
do both, some neither. I belong
to the second group.
Donna Williams was
of the
same opinion. She added that "the
desire to have religious services
should come from the girls themselves. Let chapel continue, but
not be compulsory.
Let it be for
those who wish to attend,
who
would probably be a minority."
On the third floor, we happily
bumped into a group
that was
very generous with a box of can·
dy kisses. In spite of the ditficul-

fered, or opposed to the very fact
that religion is beIng forced upon
them."
Negative Attitude
To this Em Estes added, "To
have compulsory chapel because
people will not attend if we do
not have it so, seems to be a rather negative attitude
toward religious life on campus. Many people do not go t othe Thursday and
Sunday chapels because the Iorm
of service does not conform
to
their beliefs."
FLOWERS
Em continued, saying,
"If we
Bouquets and Corsa~es
couid have more stimulating, less
sectarian services with more stuFellman & Clark
dent cooperation, chapel would be
Florists
more
worthwhile,
and people
168 State St., New London
would not be forced to go and lis·
ten. I do not feel that the absence
of compulsory chapel will undermine the efforts of good student
this is National
government, or destroy the unity
.Flower Week
of the student body. In fact, the
system of not going and signing
Let us serve you
up IS more detrimental
to our
honor system than not having to
go at all!"
Partaking of tea in one .of .t~e
Freeman pantries were Vrrgmla
FISHER,
Rusterholtz and Emily Gaskill. It
104 Slate Street
~ should not be a question of com·
pulsion, they agreed, and they
New London, Conn.
See "Chapel"-Page
6
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Florist.
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Ask for
Special Check Book for College Students
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Always Trade at

STARR'S
AS CONN. COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE

•
•
•

Drngs
Films
Magazines

DONE BEFORE
•

•

PrescriptIOns

•
•

Toilet Goods
Cigarettes

TER PHOTO FINISHERS
FILMS PROCES~ED BY MASVE A CHARGE ACCOUNT
IT'S HERE WHERE YOU 'lA
ABE CASHED
AND YOUR C~8
,j

a on

(CoatiJaued. from Pace 'ftJ6e)

ment

to put

down

labor

insur-

gencles,
They believed that a plutocracy
was a part at the natural progress; the country by virtue of
this natural process was headed
towards some sort at national
prosperity.
Pro!essor
Hadley
01 Ya I e
pointed out that, for the statusquo liberalist, the voter was omntpotent only up to a certain
point, and democracy
stopped
short of socIal democracy.
Dr. Mason said that the natural
law applied to everyone
except
the plutocrats
In this theory;
governmental
interference
wIth
the natural process was justified
if, as i.n tari!!' laws, It protested
this pnvileged class.
The thIrd kind of liberalism,
deta hed liberallsm Is best exem.
c .
'
plIfied In Justice Holmes, accord·
109 to Mr. Mason. Mr. Holmes
was equally distrustful
at both
the re!ormist and the status-quo
brand at liberalism; his attitude
wa~. ch~racterized. by Mr. ~ason
as enltghten~
skepticism.
Holmes claImed that the only
lest tor .good government is that
0

o

He
his decisions
on Its
a genelhe based
dommant
power have
way.
ral philosophy
that what
the
Mr.
crowd
eis as
tourth

Mason
Justice Brandwanted chose
was right.
the great proponent of the
type 01 liberalism, militant

out
regard Brandeis
to political acted
affiliation.
liberalism.
with·
He feared that the bigness 01 in·
dustry would have an e.rtect of
creating con'esponding bigness in
government
he also
dis·
trusted popularand power.
He had
faith in little men and litUe instl·
tutions; he called himsel1 a democrat with a little "d."
Brandeis beUeved that the duty
of militant liberalism was to de'
termine the course at social and
political power; he believed a li·
beral government
should be a
constructive
guide .for freedom
along lines 01 ordered progress
and should keep the social and
economic changes 01 power from
being bUnd changes.
Bra n de i s bel i eve d that
pubUc apathy Is the greatest evil;
it extends, in terms 01 unresolved
social and economic connlcts, an
i n v ita t ion
to authoritarian
groups.
The value of the state was for
Brandeis, as well as lor John
Stuart Mill, in terms at the value
of its citizens.
Mr Mason concluded by point·
ing ~ut the essence of Brandeis'
concept of liberalism:
liberalism
must be measured in terms of
stands taken and things done toward the enlargement of human
development and indJvidual Uber·
ties. .

China
Lamps

Gin..
Siloer
Unu.ual GiJu

Chelsea Clocks and
Barometers

Orlglnallty
was a quality SIn-I ;.1;+, •••• +' +,+,:1,:1.:4,:4,;<,><,><,
... ;;, •• ;.;.+.:I.:I,:4.:t
I I
1 king in this year's
g~o~ yTh~c Is not too surprIsing
s.
as the younger artist seems n cessarUy to be stili strongly undo
R cord Department
er the Inftuencps of elth r Indlvld.
uw artists or ot various schools.
74 tate
troot
I The five large pl'ize winn 1'5,
with the obvious
xception at
We carry the Very Latest
Ethel Weinel'S' Two Lovers Over
Classical and Popular
Frlsc
(a s""ond ChagaJl)
were
Plcke~ on their orlglnallty.
For
VIctory - Columbia - D""ca
this reason only do they stand out
apilol - Sonora - Okeh
at a show in Which 20 little Ma.
Records
tisses 20 little Picassos and 20

Mallove's

~~~'~~~~~~~~'~~~
•

COCA COLA COOLERS
MAKE IT SO EASY TO
PAUSE AN 0 REFRESH
•

nAlLY

1
f>LEASIl
relum
empty bottles pJlilJlpCly

L. LEWIS
& COMPANY
lilt

State and Green Streets

Rexall Drug Store

•

-------------'1
M

EstabUsbed

STARR BROS. INC.
__·......,...
~D~"TO DOlUlS
.n ......

sulllclent Interest to make It
a library talk.
The review
will be held at 4:20 In the
Palmer Memorial
room ot
the library.

By J ne Till r
other UtOe any·modern-artist·you
"It's ay;rfu1! \Vbat does it mean? can-name predominated.
It has. no story." These: were
One Ilnds the ever-all themes ot
among the saIlent comments at
tbls 'he soUtude 01 the crowded city,
the general pubUc heard a,
year's Fourth AJlnuaJ Exh1blUon the lonely romanUc, and the myat the Palntlngs at the Year, stical clown In lull terce. It seems
Ceta Co
sponsored by the Pep I~
m- a pity that the artist 01 tbls postwar year Ilnds nothing
better
pany.
through
which
10
express
hImseI!.
Mr. Roben F. Logan at the An
In a year at petty confUcts over
department
arranged
wIth Mr.
Roland McKinney, Director 01 the large Issues and 01 UmId pokes at
almost overwhelming
dItIIculUes,
show, tor a group 01 Interested
has really
reDected
art students to attend this centro- the artist
wltlch way our thought Is going:
versiaJ exhibit in ew York.
The exhIbit is the result of an to escapism. Back to the lonely
clown, back to nature, back to all
annual nation wide eompendon
carefully narrowed down by re- at the details at ltvtng.
gtcnaj judges.
The over-all picture which this
These are not only the work of show portrays is not a pretty one.
estabUshed painters, but Include a It is "awful In Its full lmpllcaUons, but it has a "meaning," and
majorIty of paintings by younger
a "story" (0 teU to all who have
artists.
It Is typical at this exhibit at the eyes to see and the perceptive
to
comprehend
younger artists that there were understandJng
abstracts predominately ot expres- what lies before them.
slonaUsm and realism. This Is 1
_
well lIJustrated by the winner ot
(he $2,500 fIrst prize, 34-year-old
rown Re taurant
Henry KalJem.
ext
to the Victory Theater
His Country Tenement
has a
deep emotionalism carried out In
Come in for a nack Alter
rich brilliant
subtle color as Its
the how
clai~ to tame.
.

YOU

For

•

6

'OV.
On Thursday,
cvember 6,
Miss
kK"", head at the
chemistry
department.
wtll
review
James Conant's Understandlng
Science.
'I'ItJ.s
book has been reviewed betore, but II was thought at

ties of. diction
resulting
from
munchmg taffy, we did make out
that Fran Sharp
thinks
"we
should have a good attendance
Without its being
compulsory,"
Afterthought:
"I guess I'm an
idealist."
Pat likes Chapel
Pat Patterson, of the atorementloned candy-chewing group, presen ted this "pro" opinion. ''1 think
cornpulsory
chapel
should
be
kept. It's plain to gather that peopIe wouldn't attend if it weren't,
and I believe it's as much our duty to attend as it is to go to class.
It's education, too. Besides, It's
unfortunate that religion is being
pushed too far aside, or completeIy out of many of the students'
lives today."
Ever onward, we next are attracted to the second floor room
of Elly Roberts. Quite an enthustasttc gathering
was here,
and
Carolyn Blocker interrupted
her
art work long enough to offer the
Iollowlng "I do not believe that
chapel should be compulsory.
"To some the services are doubt.
less inspiring
and worthwhile;
there are, however, a great many
others who may be morally op·
posed to the sectarian services of·

Annual Art Exhibition hows
Current Trend of Escapism.

Miss 1cKe.e to Revier

Conant's Book

rve

New Landon, Conneaicut

I01TUD

UNDO AUTHOI1T"l' 0'

1'HI COCA-COlA

COMPANY IY

OOCA...co1ABO'M'LlNG 00 .. 01' NEW LONDON. lNo.

o 190, 1M e-.e. e-.-y
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Play'

Home Ec, Club to Hear
Speaker at Meeting

<Continued from Page Three)

~

There will be a meeting of

mittee will take care of sound effects.
Tryouts for' the female parts
wer~ held on Wedne~~aj" October
29th, and for the male parts on
Friday, October 31st, but the Cast
will not be announced ~ntil a later date.

the Home Ec. club on November 12 at 7:00 in New London
hall. The guest speaker will

be Mrs. Carl Neumann who's
taopic is the nursery in her
own home.
A business meeting

5, 1947

November

will fol-

low. All members of the club
are expected to bring their
Christmas packages for chilo
dren in the Cabot school in
West Virginia.

RUdolph!,~4
Hair Styli.t

Chapel

Next to Mohican Hotel

(Continued from Page Five)

Telephone 2-1710

10 Meridian St.

m..

III1U."

said, that there has been no provocation for the argument that the
services are too denominational.
Their joint suggestion

....

II11I111."""'III"

was that

l\'Iany People Receive Community

Chest Aid

m·····..····.·..,..,.".,.., ,.,." ,

Windham

the sun-bathing balcony, spends
large hunks of her time in the
wild blue over yonder at the local airport, taking flyine- lessons.
Next.. a hop up to third floor,
members of Yale's California also only partly seniors. BeginClub came striding to the lusty ning in 'a suite at one end, we
strains of 'California, Here I find Peter Hursh, Curly WH·
come.'
marth, and Shirley MacKenzie.,
The hoys, clad in the loudest Peter is hardly ever seen there,
what with NEWS, a music rnaof sports jackets and bow ties -jor, and George at Princeton ..
clambered up on the stage and
Kenny looks up from a heavy
bore down on Esther. Glenn Sor- game of solitaire only frequently,
enson, president of the California then to go over to the library .
Club, led the foray, and presented When she converses it's in the
her with a big bunch of roses.
vernacular of New Jersey for inEsther must bear a soft spot in stance: "caow"-that's cow. Curher heart for all Californians, ly is always breezing in from a
even those who go to Yale, be- Chern. coffee, or coming in with
cause after the show, backstage, heavy baaggage from a weekend,
she planted a large lipsticky kiss only to face 500 or 1,000 pages to
on president Sorenson's unbeliev- read for her novel course.
ing face.
In the suite at the other end, is
A, V, Smith, who'll tell you that
anything or anybody but her
Perry & Stone
George is "Grim." The other two,
Jewelers Since 1865
Mary Lou McCredie and Jean RH.
STATIONERY - LEATHER GOODS ti, are ideal roommates. Mac, of
NOVELTIES
Schwiffs fame and CGA interest,
Watch and Jewelry Repair
is strong for ORGANIZATION,
while Rit is a writer with a wrItState Street
er's temperament, a wee bit impractical. A writer too is Pat Dole
who also is wrapped up tight in
her Spanish part of the time, and
the rest of the time her red plaid
Name Changed to
night shirt.
Farther down the hall, Janet
Wagner is famed for her straightfaced, dry humor, which shows itFormerly Nichols & Harris
self in such things as a paper entitled Up and Down with the Eng119 STATE STREET - PHONE 3857
lish Crown.
Bobby Kite, caught in flight,
would probably be muttering fi.
gures taken from Koine circulaFeaturing a Complete Line of
tion, or maybe she'd nail you
down for a subscription. The creative bent pops up in Shirley Nicholson, too, this, this time in the
direction of music-Shirley
is
writing song lyrics for the com.
ing operetta and on occasion, indulges with A. V, Smith:
A transfer junior year was Pat
Parrott, who came from Bradford. She'd be known anywhere
by her Ultra-stylish, voluminous
wardrobe.
Next week the second floor will
be exposed to the outside
world as their Windham-mates
Prescriptions Filled at
have been

hYo1lfS a

Gloves

by Elizabeth

Drugs, Cosmetics
Tobaccos, Sundries, etc.

COLLEGE GIRLS' CHECKS CASHED

~========================================~

e Yourself!
Be e)J.illll-utTER···
~\e J1tor
How? By Identifying yourself morning,
noon and
night with your pet Roger
& Gallet odor of Dry Perfume. Fragrance your skin
with it-your undiE!s, gloves,
handkerchiefs, letters. Costs
less, goes further than liquid
perfume ••• makes a mcrvelGUS personal trode-markl

f oz. hottle

I Boston Candy Kitchen

Woodward

You'vereached a point where you' wonder
if you ever will know what you really do
think 1 This time last week you hlew dead south. But so
many things have happened since then to change your direction to due north. Right now you feel rudderless ..• and
wiebv-washy!
Somebody asks you to go somewhere.You can't make up
your mind. You answer "maybe" or "I'll see"•.• vaguely putting off the chore of coming to grips with a decision. You
don't know what you want to do. You can't decide what to
eat ... what to wear ... who to call ... what to think. You have
moments when you feel completely unstrung.
And for some of you those momenta last for years. You
never quite get yourselves collected. You keep blowing hot
and cold. Going overboard for things one minute ... avoiding:
them like the plague the next. Falling head over lineups
for people one week.••blithely ignoring them the next. You ~
wear your emotions lightly on the sleeve. And people think
yours is a fickle eye.
They could put their finger 011 you' more readily if your
pros and COliS stood lined up in plain sight. If you'd make
it known which foot you stand on. If your opinions and
interests were definite. You'd be easier to cope with ..• and
to catalogue ... if you weren't 80 changeable.
When you were twelve you were positive you'd grow up
to be a missionary. When you were fourteen you were
equally sure you'd have separate rooms when you got married. When you were fifteen you knew you'd found the love
of a lifetime. You may not now agree with your former self.
You've accumulated information, experience, new points of
view to color your thinking.
So think as straight as you can right now. Be flatfooted
in your convictions-but keep on learning new ones. Have
reasons for your tastes. Make sharp decisions. It's not a
fatal operation to change your mind!

COURTESY DRUG STORES

Low Prices

l

America's foremost tiuthority on youn/l
people's prob~m~

of Distinction

I

e ~e.

'0.

<e.s:» ,.

•• Handhags

POPULAR CIGARETTES
18c - 2 for 35c
$1.69 Carton

E

, ,.. ""13s

s,
~."..
_f~,,·J'

<Continued from Pa~", Three)

to claim Esther as close neighbur, even when they're all three
thousand miles from home. Durin the show twenty sunshiny

Our Regular

m

,,.'
,
,

TRUMAN STREET

7

Williams

.•.

..

Dante's

With

(Continued from Palre Three)

•

.. ""'

Go to

current events for one program
and music for the second, and two
fine, inspiring, not always relfgious, speakers for the remaining two sessions they thought
See uChapel"-Page

IIIOIO· .. ·"""

IDo You Like Italian FoOd?!

the frequency of chapel be cut
down to three week-day services,
plus the Sunday vespers.

....

1.25
plus tax

ROGER
Lipstick.

&

GAUET

Compacts

•

DRY
Perfume

PERFUME
•

Eau de Cologne
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CO~ECTICUT

Park
declared, is the view that we can
separate ourselves from our good
actions. Commenting on the prevalent spirit of charity, President
Park pointed .out that we are inclined to be more absorbed in the
amount we are giving than in the
urgency of the need.
We feel, she said, that we can
put a little money on a goat and
then send it away from us feeling that our sense of re.sponsibility has been duly exercised.
We must come to realize, she
stressed, that it is not. by virtue
of anything we have done th.at
we are givers rather than receivers. We might have been starving Europeans.
Hence, she asserted, in giving, we must learn
that we are giving to what might
have been ourselves.
In conclusion, President
Park
quoted the well-known lines from
John Donne, "Send not to ask for
whom the bell tolls; it tolls for
thee."

The Style Shop, Inc.
128 State Street

Sportswear

College
Department

that

from Pax-e Six)

SOon there

would

be

no

GYMANGLES
':===========================
by Ph)'11Is Hammer

I
Commut r
___ CCo_"_'la_"_"'_'_"'_,"_""_L_"_Ou__ '__

I

campus

so that

class of '50, Betty Cos<-a;
class of '51, Jane Lent. As a reminder to aU ot you speedball en.
tbustasts, you may have extra
practice at 4:15 on . 'Iondaya and
Wednesdays.
The faD rldlng managers are:
class of '49, Maggie Farnsworth;
class of '50, Jean \VoU; and class
of '51, Georgia Collyer. Thursday
night, October 23, a group of girt.
had a riding party at the ring and
stables. From all reports it was
very successful, so successful, 1n
fact, that another one Is planned
tor Thursday night,
ovember 6.

~e01.t~Pl~1.7nthatt
t~elr~m IS c hmuchl
have possible.
all the cooperation and sueW 1 e rna erra
ape, cess
and that forty minutes a week is
very little time to devote in our i In archery, t~ere are ~hree secfine chapel.
t 0':1 managers
ue to t e compaOne opinion that very many ratively small number of girls
taking it. For the 11 :20 class, henshared was that an unnecessary
fuss is being made over the whole ors go to Marilyn Packard '50; tor
thing. But now that it has been the 1 :20 class, to Mary Bundy '50;
started there seems to be llttle to and for the 2 :20 class, to Clare
Willard '49.
do except to get everyone. includIn hockey the class managers
ing those who had good ideas but
are:
class of '48, Betty Warnken;
for various reasons chose not to
be quoted,
and those in official class of '49, Betty Hunter; class
positions. to try to follow the fin- of '50, Terry Munger; and class of
'51, Janice Schaumann.
al decision of the majority_

Dance \Vorkshop

although the date t. nol set.
Reporter: Do you have any sug·
geotloJa that you would like to
make?
HarTlet: One big problem coneerns the use of the library. We
can', wall around untD 9:00 In
order to take books from the reserve shelf. And many ot us can't
come up on saturday and Sunday,
Pat: The best thing you could
do tor us wouJd be to give us
about
twenty-four
hours
more
time each day!
Curtaln

lr:::::::=:::::::::=======j

Don't forget the Dance Workshop at Knowlton. Thursdays
at
3:2O! ThJs Is a golden opportunlry tor all dance enthusiasts
to Improve their dance technique, and
especially tor aU those girls who
want to tJi' out for Dance Group.
The particulars
of this Work·
shop can be found on the A. A.
bulletin board In the post oUice.
MJss Bloomer and several memo
bers ot Dance Group wlII be present every Thursday to otter any

Carroll Cut Rate
PERFUllIEBS

1~2 tate

U. S. KEDS
or Gym Shoes
Cushion
Arch

THE G. M. WILLIAMS CO.
The

Old-Fashioned

Up-to-Date

C. Reid Hudgins, Jr. -

Comer

Hardware

Store

General Manager

Slale and N orlh Bank Streeta

Phone 15381

tree!

-0The Best In Perfumes
Cosmetics

and

===~============~

Thegames
dates are
ot the
interclass hoc .. :h;e:IP~y~O~u~m=lg:h~~tn=ee=d~
l<ey
posted.
Next time you're \\'aiting to get ~"""""""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''".,''''".,

Tennis
With

we can beeeree

better acquainted with each other.
There'Il be another one soon.
and

question
"having also
to go."POinted 1 Betsey of
Richards
out the need for a little more talk'i Spo"" ~1aJlaget8
mg up of, the Sunday
evening
As there has been no GYMANservice, WIth announcements
of I GLES for the past two weeks we
who the speaker would be, and I'U." far behind in announcing all
hIS topic, The Religious Confer-Ilhe class and section managers of
ence enJoyed good attendance, for Ieach tall sport. lt1.anyapologies to
man.y ~f the s~u~ents had met the, all of you girls, and to redeem
OfficIatmg rruruster, and were ourselves, here's the full list.
aware of, and reminded of, the
First of all, the heads ot the
~:o.gram by cards placed on ~ac,h sports are: Archery. Marlls Blummg table. As Betsey said, It s man '50; Hockey, Gerry Dana '49;
not ~he ~emen,t of ,c~mpulslOn, Riding, Josanne
Ginzberg
'49;
but who and what. ,
'"
Speedball,
Bobble Walker
'49;
Our last VISIt was. WIth Virginia Soccer. Naomi Gaberman '49; and
Doyle, M~rge Vosgtan and Irene Tennis, Mar-ton Luce '49. CongratLeman~~IJ all of whom. were of ulations gals; here's hoping you

WRIGHT & DITSON TENNIS BALLS

Seven

Page

Chapel
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(Continued from Pa...e Thrfle)
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SHOES
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•

SHOES

I'
!

through to your mall box check j
up on those dates, and, while i
you're at it, how about planning
~
i
a little support of the class team? j
Do )'OU want high-heels?
Thecl~mana~rn~wnn~i
~
are, class of '48. Penny Penfield; j
Do you want flats?
1_
class ot '49, Andy Coyne; class ot ~
'50, Doris Drisler; and class of '51 j
1_
Amity Pierce. The class managers
~
J'U T BEIlIND "WFTS"
of soccer are: class ot '49, Marl. ~
II GRJo.;}',,"N STUEET
::
Iyn Klug; class of '50, Ann Wood- ~
has them aU in
ard; and class of '51, Lois Banks. ,
Ihe lalest fall styles
i,
Class managers
of speedball ~
are' class of '49 Marilyn Boylan; ,
.l
.,
8....
"""
..""......
"..",,,,
...
,,,,,
.....
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
..,,..,,,,
..,,,,,,,,,,,,
..'''''...
"'''''''''"."."'''"
..,,.....
,,...
,,''~

SHOES

•

MORAN'S SHOE BOX

I
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Community Chest

Caught on Canlpus
By Gaby Nasworthy
and ~1aryBundy
Strange Music
Last week, about all that came
out of Holmes hall was Blues,
the bluest ever heard. The artists
were letting their
temperatures
get them down.
So, early this
week, each musician was greeted
by a sign announcing "Be Happy
at Holmes Week." Many are the
blithe notes to be expected from
now on.

give contributions give as much
as they can, while those who have
been fortunate enough never to
New Engagement
want for anything, have shrugBobbie Walker '49, is the proud ged their shoulder and said, "Why
wearer of a ring
received last should I give?"
But despite the greater-thanFriday from John
Steigerwalt.
ever-need for contributions
this
John is a pediatrician, practicing
year, there will be no social presin Bryn Mawr, Penna., and is a
sure put on the students to give.
graduate of U. of P. They'll be
It truly will be a giit from he
married in April and live in Bryn

W~:t~~RGARDE

. Your Feet's Too Big

A young
Holy Cross student,
who chooses to remain anonymous, has bought himself
some
Geo)'ge Sandees - r~ucille Ball
space in SCAN, the Smith. paper., ..
~,_.
LURED
His only qualifications are a box
Plus HE.o1RTACHES
number and a foot size (13), Any8"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''." ..." .."."n" ..""" .."" ..~ how this laddie wants a pair of
argyles, hand-knit.
If anyone has the inclination
and the strength of wrist to knit
thirteen inches of foot, we will
gladly forward the results to our
chilly-footed friend in Worcester.
Fri. Nov 7-Wed.
Nov. 12

Sun. -

1I10n.-

Tues.

Shades of Freshman Week
It seems that Wesleyan is having a bit of trouble
connecting
names and faces. Or else they're
giving the gals who can't remembel' what their dates look like a
break The upshot of all this is
that during November house-par.
ty week-end, all the bright-eyed
boys at Wesleyan are going to
be wearing name tags.

Ray I\UlIand
Marlene Dietrich
in

GOLDEN EARRINGS
-

Plus-

DRIFTWOOD
Ruth Warwick-Walter

Brenna!:

STARTS
FRIDAY
First New London Showing

• •

Gorgeous Gals and Music Too!

THE UNFINISHED
DANCE
In 'rectmtcotor, with
Margaret O'Brien - Cyd Char-lase
Karen Booth
Co-Feature
New ThrUls of the Shadow in
THE .MISSING LADY

.:.

I

I

I

I

____

"

0_

Want to Go to Harvard?
The following tid-bit, presenting hfghly interesting possibilities
appeared in last Friday's SCAN,
and we quote:
"Jilted by Radcliffe,
Harvard
man with two season
football
tickets and full bar desires
to
start anew ...
"Send
invitations,
inquiries,
and phone numbers to: AI Jones,
Room H-32 Leverett House, Cambridge."

'-'-'

The Star Dairy Ice Cream .Bae
455 WILLIAMS ST.
Just Down the Hill from the College
Serving the Finest

Quality Star Dairy Ice Cream

ALSO HOT DOGS, HAMBURGERS, CHEESE· BURGERS,
COFFEE, HOT CHOCOLATE, etc.
OVERHEARD AT THE COUNTER--Cyn to Dill:
"This hot-fudge banana split is callosal!"
GIRLS - VOME DOWN AND TRY ONE!

All sundaes and milk shakes put up in paper
containers for your convenience to take out.

WE DELIVER ...•

TELEPHONE 6880

Please Call for Orders Between 7 :00 and 9 :00

.:._---

STANKARD

ARMS

heart-a gift which has to cover
190 Broad Street
the increased needs and the ~es.
sened amount of money gomg
a fine New England mansion
abroad from the discontinuation
of sandwich sales and soup night.

for

The purpose of the drive is not to
make the students here suffer,
but it is to make them realize the

Guests

suffering

that is going on and to

$2 per person

urge them to do their part to help
alleviate it.

9741

Mawr.

Time-Foolery
e.S.T. is the rule of the hour in
a Windham suite. e.S.T. is Connecticut Saving Time. After dinner, they set their clock back one
hour. Then they labor on through
Topsy-Tnrvy
the evening, under the happy deStrange goings on are reported
lusion that it's still early. So far
from Freeman's fourth.
Sopho- they've fooled themselves
beaumores returning from week-ends tifully, until, getting up in the
about the globe-well,
New Eng- morning,
they
become
fully
land-found
their chambers for aware of the missing hour.
the most part upside-down. Mir- For Men Lonely
rors to the -wall-pictures
likeDick O'Riley, Don Mose, and
wise or inverted.
Bill Jones, loyal sons of DartPerfume bottles and rugs were
mouth, apparently
have been in
included in the upset, plus such
this class at one time or another,
furniture
as
was
adaptable
for that's the title of the book
One sleepy "prom-trotter,"
who
wasn't too sure anyway,
found they have written. It is labeled
'A Complete Guide
to Twelve
all the books in her
bookcase
Women's Colleges,' and, I am hapbackwards-pages
out, titles
in.
py to say, Connecticut is featured
Nobody claimed the inspiration,
as one of The Twelve.
but the freshmen looked smug,
Rosalie Creamer '48 and Jean
they did.~
Handley '48 produced the chapter
GJ·.. " .... I1".."' .." .........III..I1".......I1"" ..'........ "1EI on dear old Conn. college. This
revealing tome may soon come to
be considered a second Duncan
Hines. It contains the latest information on rooms, entertainment,
Starts Wed., Nov. 5, 1947
and beer at lowest rates for all
Ronald Regan - Shirley 'I'empje
sizes of men, even non-Hanover.
THAT HAGEN GIRL
ians.
Plus BOWERY BUCKAROOS

Memo:

(Continued from Pajte One)
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-1IMB.liiP
VOTED TOPS! - CHESTERFIELD
mE LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES
(BY NAT/ON·W/OE

SURVEY)

